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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the writer presents such topics as: (1) Background of Study,

(2) Statement of Problem, (3) Purpose of Study, (4) Significance of Study, (5)

Scope and Limitation, and (6) Definition of the Key Terms. Each section is

presented as follows:

1.1 Background of Study

English has been widely used as the language of science and technology.

Many great books and technical procedure are presented in English. However, the

primary objectives of teaching English is to develop the English language skill in

order of priority; reading, listening, writing and speaking.

Moreover, in this globalization era in which communication takes an

important role in world information, speaking as one of the important English

skills that were regarded as the most important use of the target language learning

because the objective of learning a foreign language is to use it in real

communication. According to Fulcher (2003), speaking is the verbal use of

language to communicate with others. So, the writer assumes that today every

student should study English and make it to be his/her second language.

This definition is applied because speaking is one of language skills that

has an important role in our society in order to build good relation with others.

The theoritical statement above is supported by such empirical researcher that
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conducted by Afifah (2002), a research about needs analysis of learning English

skills. The result of her study stated that speaking is the most important skill

compared to the other skills.

In fact, speaking is not an easy skill to be mastered. Most of students at

SMPN 11 Malang are unable to speak English well although they have learned the

language for at least three years. It can be seen from their achievement which is

low (66.63), (see appendix 2d).

The fact above showed that the students of SMPN 11 Malang havelow

ability in speaking. The students are feel not confident to express their ideas in

front of the class. Besides, the teacher always uses LKS (Lembar Kerja Siswa)

during the teaching learning process. So, the students have no much time to

express themselves.

One alternative to overcome this problem, especially in helping teachers

create opportunity for student to practice English trough real communication

activities, is using strip story. Chew (2003) stated that using a strip story for oral

communication was first proposed by Robert E. Gibson. He used the strip story

method for their students to practise their language competence trough speaking

and writing skill. In fact, it makes the students improve almost in every aspect of

English language skills more or less. They enjoyed using the English language,

thought that the strip story task an interesting game for improving communication

and language skill in English.

Strip-story is an adaptation of scrambled story exercises in which each

student is given one sentence of a story or anecdote at random. The sentences are
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numbered and the story must be reassembled strictly trough verbal interaction.

The point in this activity is that the students will not be able to relay on their paper

nor on other students as they try to reassemble the sentence into a complete story

trough verbal interaction.

In an oral strip story activity, players do not mindlessly repeat what
they have memorised; they have a meaningful task to expound - to fashion
the stripped sentences in a logical manner. In fact, memorising the sentence
is a positive learning future of the oral strip story as students can emulate
the memorised sentences structure for future language use. (Chew, 2003
P:112)

They will be forced in joyful activity to repeat their memorized lines again

and again as they work to organize their story in their group. Moreover, one of the

characteristic of young learner is they like to play game. They will enjoy

classroom activities that are fun involving action and cooperation.

Based on the description above, the researcher was curious to investigate

the use of Strip-story to improve students’ speaking ability. Therefore, the writer

would like to conduct a research on using Strip-story to improve students’

speaking ability at SMPN 11 Malang as modeling school as the public school.

1.2 Statement of Problem

Based on the explanation above, the problem of the study is formulated as

follow:

Does teaching speaking using Strip-story improve students’ speaking ability?

1.3 Purpose of Study
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Based on the statement of the problem above, this study aims:

To know whether or not teaching speaking using Strip-story improves students’

speaking ability.

1.4 Significance of Study

This section describes about the benefits of this study. Based on the

objectives the writer hopes that this study has some significance. Practically the

result is expected to give feedback to English teacher in SMPN 11 Malang in

using technique of teaching speaking. So, they can enrich their teaching

techniques to be applied in their classrooms. For the student at SMPN 11 Malang,

this study will give the motivation as a learning strategy in practicing their

speaking ability.  So, they can master the English well. It can also be used as the

source of important information for the teachers in SMPN 11 Malang to increase

students’ speaking skill.

1.5 Scope and Limitation of Study

This research is scoped on the using of strip-story in speaking. Then it is

limited on the implementation of the strip-story technique toward the students of

conversation class at SMPN 11 Malang.

1.6 Definition of the Key Term

To avoid misunderstanding, definition of the key term is given to readers

as follows:
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1. Strip-story is a variation of jigsaw technique in which each student is given

one sentence of a story at random, and then the sentence must be re-arranged

to form a story trough verbal interaction.

2. Speaking is an interactive process of constructing meaning that involves

producing, receiving and processing information.

3. Improving can be defined as making a beneficial condition or changes.


